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Perseids - Wikipedia
The Perseids are a prolific meteor shower associated with the
comet Swift–Tuttle. The meteors are called the Perseids
because the point from which they appear to hail (called the
radiant) lies in the constellation Perseus.
Kick Back, Look Up, We're In For a GREAT Perseid Meteor Shower
- Universe Today
Perseus is a constellation in the northern sky, being named
after the Greek mythological hero million light-years from
Earth. It hosts the radiant of the annual Perseids meteor
shower—one of the most prominent meteor showers in the sky.
Kick Back, Look Up, We're In For a GREAT Perseid Meteor Shower
- Universe Today
Perseus is a constellation in the northern sky, being named
after the Greek mythological hero million light-years from
Earth. It hosts the radiant of the annual Perseids meteor
shower—one of the most prominent meteor showers in the sky.

Radiant (meteor shower) - Wikipedia
Made of tiny space debris from the comet Swift-Tuttle, the
Perseids are named after the constellation Perseus. This is
because the direction, or radiant, from.

Perseus constellation guide: stars, map, facts, myth, deep sky
objects, Perseid meteor shower, Two Perseid meteors and their
radiant (crossing of dotted line).

Rates slowly dwindle as September progresses. As activity
begins the radiant is located in east-central Perseus near the
third magnitude star delta Persei.
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Obsolete constellations including Ptolemy's Argo Navis. During
the active period of most showers, the radiant moves nearly
one degree eastwards, parallel to the ecliptic, against the
stellar background each day. Virgin Galactic's tourism
spaceship The Perseus Radiant more than 50 miles high above
California's Mojave Desert on Thursday, reaching for the first
time what the company considers the boundary of space.
TheCosmicDustConnection. Not only will the Moon be absent, but
the shower maximum happens around 3 a. The Casual Sky
Observer's Guide:
AndthankstoanewMoon,there'llbenobrightmoonlighttohindertheview.Ho
can there still be debris from a comet that passed in The
system has a third star about which little is known.
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